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I was alerted to an open source hardware product called ‘StickVise’ a number of years ago.

Figure 1 Commercial StickVice product

I like that this clamps the board close to the bench, so you’re not soldering or working ‘in
mid air’ . I experimented with making my own versions of these out of aluminium
extrusions, but eventually bought a couple, for a lot less than they are currently being sold for.
Board vices are an interesting product where prices bear no relation to cost and are incredibly
‘elastic’. As an example of this a couple of years ago we bought a load of the clamps shown
below for members at £4 each, they are now £16 !

Figure 2 Another commercial board vice, many members own these.
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Woodworking is a continual source of useful sayings for life in general. Who hasn’t heard
someone say “measure twice and cut once”. Another of these, which is a tad more specific, is
“What is the ideal number of clamps to have? Two more than you currently own”
I apply this to supports in general, I have half a dozen different means of clamping boards
and parts in place. But never enough for the number of projects that I have going on.
So when I thought I need a couple more StickVises, the new price (£30!) Gave me pause for
thought. I had already 3D printed some accessories for the StickVise, why not print the
StickVise itself?

Figure 3 A universal jaw design takes a very short time in openSCAD

An hour’s work on OpenSCAD designed a vise jaw which, whilst a little chunkier than the
original stick vise still does everything that it does, with a couple of minor ‘improvements’.
My design only uses two jaws and a stick, no third part, and so it is technically a different
design. Mine uses a round ice-lolly stick as the armature, where the commercial one uses a
relatively expensive metal rod. Finally, rather than a bespoke spring to provide tension, mine
uses a couple of those rubber bands the postman keeps leaving on the path outside the house.
An hour on the 3D printer prints a pair of these, and gives me time to have an ice-lolly and
visit the front garden to pick up some elastic bands. A single 8 gauge woodscrew locks one
jaw to the lolly stick and way we go.
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Figure 4 3D printed vice has twice the capacity of the commercial one . . .

Figure 5 . . . but is still of a scale suitable for use for ‘everyday’ tasks.
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If you would like the design files in oscad, stl, or gcode format, just let me know.
In the meantime, as ever, don’t hesitate to get in touch via any means, and most importantly,
stay safe and healthy.

Chic
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